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ABSTRACT

The basic problem studied is the interaction between a vortex

and a thermal stratification. The experiments are done in a parallelep-

ipediceavity which bottom communicates with a rectangular channel.

A forced flow in this channel induces a recirculating flow in the eavity.

The transient condition is a decrease (step wise or slope) of the inlet

temperature at a constant flowrate. This problem is studied with two

different approaches : experiments in water or in sodium. In the sodium

experiments, the dimension of the cavity ensures large values of the

Peclet number (about 101*) and a wide range of values for the Richardson

number (from 0.1 to 3). With this experiments, all the regimes of anixed

convection, from forced convection to complete stratification can be

covered. These results are compared with the other approach using a water

model. This comparison is very helpfull for studies on the thermohydraulic

behavior of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors.



1. INTRODUCTION

Development of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors gives rise to many

studies especially in the thermohydraulic phenomena in large volumes of

sodium. In such a case, because of low velocities regions, buoyancy effects

can modify the dynamical field in an important way. To study this phenom-

ena and the correspondant thermal field, experiments are done in a water

model of the reactor, dimensionned in respect with similarity conditions.

These conditions are based on dimensionless numbers such as Peclet,

Froude and Reynolds numbers (which will be defined later). Because of

sodium physical properties (very low Prandtl number), every similarity

condition can't be satisfied. So fundamental studies are done in a typical

geometry, involving water and sodium experiments. This geometry is defined

by a channel surmounted by a parallelepipedic cavity. Comparison between

sodium and water experiments will give rise to many conclusions about the

impact of distorsion on Prandtl number. For instance sodium experiments

will valid the physical modeling of transient reactor behaviour based on

water models.

This paper gives the comparison between sodium and water experiments

in transient regime (when decreasing inlet temperature). The effects of

buoyancy will appear on :

- recirculating flow (in the cavity)

- mixing layer between recirculating flow and channel flow

- interaction between the wall jet and the stratified zone.



2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2.1. Geometry

The test section consists of a parallelepipedic cavity (see fig. 1).

At the inlet, the velocity profile is fully developped. The characteristic

lengths of the two cavities are given in table 1. The water cavity is a

small scale model (scale about -̂ r) of the sodium one. The geometrical scale

is kept for the height H, the depth D but not for the width of the channel

e. This particular point has been taken into account when comparing sodium

and water results.

2.2. Instrumentation

Local measurements only concern thermal field. They are realized by

mean of Chromel-Alumel thermocouples 0.5 mm in diameter for water test and

1 mm in diameter for sodium test.

2.3. Experimental conditions

Initially, the cavity is isothermal. The transient is initiated by

a decrease of the inlet temperature . Then this temperature becomes constant

again until the end of the experiment. The flowrate remains constant and

the walls of the cavity can be considered as adiabatic. The range of

experimental conditions is given in table 2 with the dimensionless numbers

defined by :

g 3 AT L

The temperature scale AT is chosen as the difference between initial and

final temperature at the inlet and the velocity scale U is the bulk velocity

in the channel.



3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Global thermal behaviour (see fig. 2 and 3)

The complete transient can be divided into three main consecutive

stages (see' Qlj ). At the begenning of the transient (stage 1), the cavity

remains isothermal at every time and can be considered as a perfectly

mixing region. Then (stage 2), buoyancy effects become large enough to

establish a thermal gradient in the cavity. The cavity can be divided in

two regions i) the lower one which is a perfectly mixing region (see £2*])

and the upper one which remains stagnant with a constant temperature. When

temperature of recirculating flow becomes nearly constant (stage 3), the

hot/cold interface goes up into the cavity until it reaches the roof.

By comparing figure 2 and 3, thermal behavior in water and sodium

are in good agreement for Richardson number of the same order of

magnitude. The differences which appear in a such diagram will be discussed

later.

3.2. Initial position of density interface

After the first stage, a temperature gradient exists in the cavity.

One of the most important result is the initial position of this gradient

(before stage 3). This position can be directly correlated to a Richardson

number which takes into account every parameters of the inlet transient.

In fact, to write this Richardson number, we do not use only the

temperature difference AT but also the time At of the inlet transient

(see further diagramm).

. Temperature

AT

^ time



We easily imagine a slow transient where decreasing of inlet temperature

is so long than buoyancy effects remain negligible at every time. Moreover,

the same transient with the same temperature difference but a very short

decrease (At 'v 0) will give rise to a density interface in the cavity. To

take into account this phenomenon, we define a temperature difference AT

as :

AT = minimum (-r— T, AT)

dT
Where -?— is the slope of the inlet transient and x a characteristic time

of the recirculating flow. This temperature difference AT can then become
Jrri t

very small (as -rz "*" °) even for large inlet AT. So, we can define a transient

Richardson number which is more representative of buoyancy effects and inlet

transient :

g 3 AT z.
Ri.

v2

m
where

V is the maximum velocity in the downstream wall jet

z. the position of the interface.

The two parameters V and x are estimated by velocity measurements in

isothermal state, x has been taken to twice the turn over time of the

recirculating flow.

Figure 4 shown the initial density interface position plotted with

Richardson number. In these axis, we can smooth the different results

by the curves defined by : Ri = cte. We get :

Ri = 12 for sodium tests

Ri = 5 for water tests

It means that stratification criteria is more severe in case of water.

This difference can be attributed to the Reynolds number which is about

500 times smaller in water experiment. We also conclude that study of a

reactor transient with small sclade model in water is conservative for

stratification criterion.



3.3 Temperature gradient in density interface

When density interface is established (stage 3), we can define a

local temperature gradient which depends both on position in the cavity,

and time. If T. and T are the temperatures measured at the level z 'and

z~, we define this gradient as :

z + z T (t) - T,(t)
G(t> - L r A ) • z - z

l zl Z2

figure 5 shows the evolution of this gradient with time for a sodium test.

By smoothing this curves, we can define a maximum gradient G which no
rn3.x

more depends on time. Moreover, the results show that this maximum gradient

G does not depend on position in the cavity. Comparison between water

and sodium results is then done using a dimensionless maximum gradient :

c
AT max

and we get :

G ^ 8 in water

G ^ 10 in sodium

The difference between sodium and water is negligible> when compared to the

uncertainty introduce by the way of smoothing the fluctuating curves !

3.4. Velocity propagation of density interface

During stage 3, the hot /cold interface goes up into the cavity. The

velocity propagation of the interface is the result of an interaction

between the wall jet and the stratification. Indeed, this wall jet drags

a flow rate from the stratification. This phenomena can be described by a

correlation between the ratio of two flow-rates (wall jet flow rate qr

and dragged flow rate q.) and the transient Richardson number.
w

- = k(Rit)
Y (see [3])

qw

k and y are two correlating constant. The wall jet flowrate can be estimated

by :



q = V X n c P^w m 05

Where X Q 5 is a characteristic length of the wall jet. The dragged flow

rate is directly related to the velocity propagation of the interface

v. by a continuity equation :

qd = L.P.Vj^

So, the correlation becomes :

m 05

Figure 6 shows this correlation (in log-log scale) for sodium and water

test. We can estimate the values of the correlating constant both for

sodium and water cases :

ViL = i.ecRij"1-1
v Xn_m 05

As the parameters v and X̂ ,. are measured in isothermal state, the results
m U->

are better correlated when stratification is not too important. In case

of complete stratification during stage 2, the dynamical field (and so

the wall jet profile) is greatly modified so that correlation becomes

false. The correlation can be accepted when the density interface is initi-

ally higher than the half lower part of the cavity. Nevertheless, a little

error on velocity propagation estimation can introduce a great error in other

parameters such as the time for the interface to reach, the roof. This

time t is defined by :

v. dt = z.

Where t1 is the initial time of stage 2. The difference between sodium and

water can be easily detected by comparing figures 2 and 3. Moreover, as

density interface is initially lower in water than in sodium tests, this

time is then still greater for water experiments.



4. CONCLUSION

The results in sodium presented here are unique because of the size

of the test section. Thus, the governing parameters are prototypic of

the reactor conditions in a LMFBR. One of the main result is the great

modification of the dynamical field due to buoyancy effects.

Moreover, the comparison between sodium and water results in a very

important stage in the validation of studies on reactors design using

small scale models in water.
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NOMENCLATURE

e

g

H

L

P

Pe

q
w
Ri

Ri

U
t

v.

v
mX05
z.

height of the channel

gravity acceleration

height

of the cavitylength

depth

Peclet number

dragged flowrate

wall jet flowrate

Richardson number

transient Richardson number

bulk velocity in the channel

velocity propagation of interface

maximum velocity in wall jet

characteristic length of wall jet

position of density interface

a : thermal diffusivity

3 : coefficient of volumic expansion

AT : temperature scale
Jrn

•rr t slope of inlet transient

T : characteristic time of recirculating flow
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Figure 1 : description of a cavity
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TABLE 1 i Dim«n«ion« of <bh« two

Param«t«r

U

AT

P«

Ri

RANGE

WATER

2. 3-9. 3 om/«

5-20 d«g.

20000-90000

0. 03-1. 8

SODIUM

0. 26-1. 3 m/«

20-50 d«g.

6000-30000

0. 09-3

TABLE 2 t Rang* of param*t«r«
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Figure 5 : Evolution of thermal gradient in deneity interface
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